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Schlüssel Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

 ERA-8503 Handling of connection settings in 
designer is improved

As a modeler, I would like to have a clearer UI for configuration of connections to server, in order to 
reduce the probability of inadvernt errors (such as configuring a connection but not saving it).

Acceptance criteria:

Connection details can be edited in another modal dialog in front of the settings dialog.
If this modal dialog is closed with "OK", the changes are applied
If this modal dialog is closed with "Cancel", the changes will not be applied. 

 ERA-8504 If creation of a system-snapshot project 
fails, the resulting incomplete project is 
deleted

As a modeler, I would like that incomplete project is deleted when project creation from a system 
snapshot fails. Currently, an incomplete project with defined name remains on disk and a new project 
with the same name cannot be created. 

Acceptance criteria:

In order to reduce the possibility of project-creation failures caused by issues in connection to server, 
server is pinged before starting project creation

if server does not reponse, process creation process is interrupted and error is show immediately to 
the user
otherwise, project creation process continues

If creation of project from a snapshot fails, user is informed about the failure and the directory 
containing the project files is deleted without further user interaction
If automatic deletion was not possible, user is informed that (parts of) project remain on disk and have 
to be removed manually

 ERA-8660 User is informed prior to schema 
activation that database has differences

As a user I would like to be informed that there exist differences between currently active schema and 
database structure prior to activation of a new schema, in order to be able to resolve them before I 
continue the activation process.

Acceptance criteria:

The validation of schema informs user that there already exist "differences" in database in form of a 
warning, and that this activation procedure may not be able to adapt tables containing these 
differences
Differences can be resolved from management studio (i.e., desginer does not offer this possibility)

(Same wording is used as in  so that user understands that the warning about differences has ERA-7686
caused the error shown after activation (Database tables cannot be adapted)

TUK-994 As an administrator, you can configure 
the complexity rules for setting up a 
password for a user

Acceptance criteria:

In the management studio the following complexity rules can be set in the system view under settings
/cluster/session services/password validation settings:

Minimum length of the user password, default is 7
Minimum count of numbers, default is 0
Minimum of special characters, default 0

The endpoint <domain>/rest-ws/service/user returns the password validation:

The password is checked on the frontend-side:
The backend is validating the changed password and returns an error with detailed information.
In the client, the set complexity rules are validated while the user enters the new password.
In the management studio, the detailed error is displayed after saving the user data and if the given 
password does not match the criteria.

4 Vorgänge
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